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OBITUARY: BARRY BUCKLEY 1938-2006 
 
by Ted Vining* 
 
_________________________________________________ 
 
[This obituary appeared in the Melbourne Age newspaper on 27 September 2006 
and can be read on the internet at this link 
https://www.theage.com.au/national/boss-of-bass-got-his-teeth-stuck-into-jazz-
20060927-ge37qz.html. ] 
 

ustralia's jazz fraternity has been rocked by the sudden death from cancer of 
bassist Barry Buckley, a notable performer on the modern jazz scene for more 
than 40 years. Buckley's final performance was with the Ted Vining Trio at the 

North Coast Jazz Festival in Bangalow only three months ago - a performance that 
received a standing ovation from a capacity crowd. 
 

 
 
The Ted Vining Trio in 1998, L-R, Barry Buckley (bass), Ted Vining (drums) and 
Bob Sedergreen (piano)… PHOTO CREDIT RON JOBE 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
*Ted Vining has been active as a modern jazz drummer in Australia for over 60 
years, whether living in Melbourne, Brisbane, Hobart or elsewhere. Initially he was 
active for some time in groups led by the saxophonist Brian Brown, but is primarily 
known for groups led by himself, such as the Ted Vining Trio, Mussiikki Oy, and 
Blow. In preparing this obituary he was assisted by Brian Brown and Bob 
Sedergreen. 
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Buckley played with his normal power and commitment, despite suffering the early 
symptoms of the cancer that would kill him so quickly. 
 
His dedication to jazz started in his teenage years in the mid-50s, the heady days of 
desert boots, Tamar sweaters, corduroy trousers and Leo's Spaghetti Bar, when he 
and close friend, pianist David Martin, joined trumpeter Keith Hounslow, drummer 
Stewart Speer (later of Max Merritt fame) and saxophonist Brian Brown to form the 
first Brian Brown Quintet - Australia's foremost hard bop group. They established a 
significant cult following through their regular Sunday afternoon gig at Horst 
Liepolt's famed Jazz Centre 44 in St Kilda. 
 

 

The Brian Brown Quartet pictured in 1976, L-R, Bob Sedergreen (piano), Ted 

Vining (drums), Brown (flute), Barry Buckley (bass)… PHOTO COURTESY BLACK 

ROOTS WHITE FLOWERS 

In the late 50s, Buckley teamed with drummer Ted Vining and pianist Don Wilde 
(later John Adams) for a two-year stint on Channel Seven's Cool Cats Show, a weekly 
program hosted by Don Bennetts that featured many outstanding jazz artists, 
uniquely in a popular music environment. 
 
In 1961, Buckley and the love of his life, Pauline Styles, moved to San Francisco to 
enable him to further his knowledge as a dental technician. He returned the 
following year and joined Stan Hutton to form Buckley-Hutton Laboratories, soon to 
become the biggest dental lab in the southern hemisphere. (Buckley's son Tim is now 
the managing director.) 
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At all times Buckley's commitment to his family, with the addition of the apple of his 
eye, daughter Belinda, and the business, took precedence over his role in music, 
creating a performance gap until he was satisfied with both priorities. 
 
He was coaxed back into jazz in the mid-60s and joined Brown, Tony Gould and 
Vining at the Fat Black Pussycat in South Yarra. This quartet was a major force in 
original Australian contemporary jazz, remaining together until 1970. During the 
same year the quartet began a long residency at the Prospect Hill Hotel in Kew. 
Gould left the group to further his studies, making room for the kid from Box Hill, 
Bob Sedergreen. Simultaneously, the trio of Buckley, Sedergreen and Vining was 
formed and played together for a record 37 years. 
 
All through the '70s both the trio and quartet recorded on a number of occasions, 
performed at festivals and clubs across Australia, and played at the Scandinavian jazz 
festivals in 1978 - a tour that was sponsored by the Australian Department of Foreign 
Affairs. 
 
The Brian Brown Quartet was the first Australian group to be invited to play these 
festivals and performed to high critical acclaim. The quartet also held a three-year 
Sunday night residency at The Commune in North Fitzroy - its music original, 
uncompromising and jet-propelled by Buckley's powerful bass lines and patterns. 
The quartet disbanded when Vining moved to Sydney, then Brisbane in 1979. 
 
Through the '80s Buckley became part of Martin Jackson's group Odwala, and 
Sedergreen's Blues on the Boil. The trio also continued to perform in a variety of 
settings, with many concert/club dates with the great Bernie McGann, plus the 
Montsalvat and Wangaratta jazz festivals. 
 

 
 
When the Vining Trio was reborn in 1986 Buckley’s loyalty became even stronger… 
PHOTO COURTESY AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSEUM 
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When Vining returned to Melbourne in 1986, the trio was reborn and Buckley's 
loyalty became even stronger; he declined many opportunities to play with other 
groups. 
 
Trio gigs and tours followed with brilliant alto player Ian Chaplin - in fact, they 
became the late, great Nat Adderley's band on three of his visits to Australia. Buckley 
also shared the stage with Branford Marsalis and the late Kenny Kirkland on one 
memorable night in Melbourne. Another close association was with song stylist 
Christine Sullivan, with whom he created some fine limericks! 
 

 
 
Buckley did tours with the brilliant alto player Ian Chaplin (above)… PHOTO CREDIT 
JOE GLAYSHER 
 
For the past two years he was part of Mistaken Identity, a quartet featuring 
Sedergreen's sons Steve and Mal. 
 
For me, Barry played the bass the way it was meant to be played: beautiful time, 
superb subtleties, total honesty and with an energy second to none. He was the 
absolute boss of the bass. His other old associate, Brown, says: "Barry was an integral 
part of every ensemble he performed with. He made the band what it was by 
contributing to the energy and the sound." And Sedergreen adds: "He was able to 
construct bass lines that moved down, up and turning; he was a master of 
chromatics, and with every repetition he played, the intensity lifted." 
 
Barry Buckley was born on October 9, 1938 and died on September 1919, 2006. He is 
survived by his wife Pauline, children Belinda and Tim, six grandchildren, and sister 
Judy. 


